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Bridges Are Expensive-Bridge Failures 
Are More Expensive 

EMMETT M. LAURSEN 

The failure of the New York State Thruway Bridge over Scho· 
harie Creek demonstrated once again that bridge failures are 
more expensive than just the bridge itself, and that it would 
be prudent to assess the vulnerability to floods of all existing 
bridges over alluvial rivers. All such bridges are vulnerable to 
some degree unless they have been built by design or by engi
neering judgment for the maximum flood to be expected and 
the worst geometry and flow conditions that may come into 
being during the life of the bridge-and with proper evaluation 
of all factors. The remedial measures needed to make an exist
ing vulnerable bridge virtually invulnerable will probably cost 
more than comparable measures would have cost at the time 
it was built; but, nevertheless, the cost can probably be justified 
when life and limb and a year or two of traffic delay are 
considered. That nothing has ever happened to a bridge that 
is 25 or 50 years old may be just a matter of luck, and it is 
not a sufficient reason to not assess the vulnerability of the 
bridge. Luck can run out, and the failure of an old bridge can 
still be very costly. 

Bridge are expen ive. Therefore one might expect a prudent 
man (or organization) to build bridges o there will be only 
a minimal chance of failure during their anticipated useful 
life. More precisely, the added co ts of building a more ecure 
bridge should be balanced again t the product of the total 
cost of a fai lure times the probabi li ty of that failure. The fact 
th.at none of the three factors is known with complete con
fidence is not a reason to do nothing· engineers should not 
shirk the responsibility of making an explicit, judicious as ess
ment of the ri k to be taken. T he world is a dangerous place 
and man's knowledge is limited: therefore, ome ri k must 
be taken. However, bridge failure are more expen ive than 
the bridge itself, as evidenced by the total cost of the failure 
of the New York Thruway Bridge over choharie Creek. The 
small risks of unusual events should be asses. ed and the cost 
of building to stand, even if an unusual event occurs, should 
be thought of as an insurance policy. 

THE PROBLEM 

Bridges can fail in any of several ways: 

1. The live loads imposed on a bridge- legally or ille
gally-can be much greater than anticipated in the design . 

2. The materials of which the bridge is made can deteri
orate so their strength is reduced. 
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3. An earthquake greater than considered in the design can 
occur. 

4. The earth on which the bridge is built can sink or slide. 
5. If the bridge crosses a stream and is not founded on 

bedrock the stream bed around the. piers and abutments can 
be coured out, destroying the ability of the fOlmdations to 
support the bridge. 

The first of thes reason for failure can only be reduced 
by the education of legislators and the enforcement of law . 
The second, and po ibly the four th , hopefully hould be 
noticeable during the bridge in pection that have been con
ducted regularly since the tragic failure of the Silver Bridge 
over the Ohi Rive.r. The third and the fourth can be the 
ubject of re-analy is when and if addjtional information on 

earthquakes or land !ides become available. Few bridges fail 
for these fir t four rea on , and tho ·e that d are usually old 
and are like ly to be obviou ly vulnerable. · 

It is the fifth reason for bridge failure - floods-that is at 
i sue here. More bridges fail in flood than in any other way, 
and their vulnerability is not apparent in routine in pections. 
The vulnerability of a bridge to floods can only be a sessed 
by (l) determinjng the magnitude of the floods that could 
occur, (2) imagining the changes that might occur in the chan
nel reach sometime in the future , (3) delineating the flow 
pattern through the bridge, and (4) e timating the cour and 
lateral forces that could re uh in the failure of the bridge. In 
tJ1e case of a new br.idge there is little doubt Lhat the bridge 
should be built o it will not fail although the be t way to 
build the bridge may not be clear. In the case of an old bridge 
a greater risk might have to be accepted because of the limited 
further useful life of the bridge and becau e of the difficulty 
and cost of making the old bridge secure. 

THE DESIGN FLOOD 

One thing that is clear is that the 100-year flood rule for design 
i simply not good enough . The 25 (or 50) year nominal life 
of a new bridge means that there is a 25 percent (or 50 percenL) 
chance the bridge will fail in a flood of greate r magnitude 
than the 100-year flood. Making the bridge invulnerable to 
Lbe maximum flood that can be expected will not increase the 
cost by 25 percent or 50 percent. The lesser useful life of the 
old bridge may result in the 100-year flood being the flood to 
be resisted - if the va lue of the bddge i the only lo s con
sidered. But if life and limb and a year of traffic delay are 
included in the lo e con i.dered remedial work to enable 
the bridge to re i. t a rarer flood can probably be ju tified. 
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Lt hould be noted he re that the first and mo t unr~listic 
guess would be the infinite flood as posited by alma t all 
mathematical expressions used in hydrologi fl ad-frequency 
analy is. A bridge cannot be de igned to withstand an infinite 
flood. However, there can always be a question whether or 
not some large, but finite, flood could be exceeded. T he best 
evidence of realistic maximum floods rhat can be expected, 
but probably will not be exceeded , is being obtained by the 
geomorphologL ts who have been studying paleoflood . 

INSURING THE INVESTMENT IN BRIDGES 

The total investment in bridges in any state is a truly large 
sum. Some of the e are not over waterways, and some of 
those over waterways are not by any ·tretch of the imagination 
vulnerable to floods . But bridges over alluvial trcams which 
are founded on the alluvium are vulnerable to some unknown 
degree . It would be prudent to assess their vulnerability , and 
it would be wise to decrease that vulnerability if pos ible and 
justifiable. 

Can one be absolutely certain thaL a bridge has been mad 
invuln rable to flood ? N l if mere best guesses are made as 
to the maximum expected flood flow , the future character f 
the river channel , t11e hydraulics of rhe flow, the amou nt of 
debris, and the predicted scour. Only if unrealistic guesses 
are made of all these factors could one feel absolutely certain 
that the bridge ha b en made invulnerable. That certainty, 
h wever, would have been achieved at a cost that may be 
unrea enable. IL should be possible to compare the cost a so
ciated wi th the best gu se and the cQSt associated witll the 
unreali tic guesses. And tben consider whether there i some
thing better to do with th extra money- ay, s me other 
safety measures in the tran portatton system that woulll sav1:: 
lives. 

NEW BRIDGES 

For new bridges the be t solution will usually be to deepen 
the foundations to accommodate the scour predicted in the 
worst case becau ·e it is only the extra length of pile or cais on 
o.r deeper pread fooling that results in added co ·t - the 
construction plant i in place. However, this i not to imply 
that alternative (and innovative) design need nol be con id
ered ; there will be opportunities to ave by optimizi ng the 
foundation (and perhaps bridge) design. 

OLD BRIDGES 

For old bridges, a number of solutions are possible, including: 

1. Riprap at the level of lhe bottom of the deepest (future) 
scour hole for which the present fo undation is adequate. 

2. Spur dike ·to move the scour hole away from vulnernble 
abutments. 

3. Channel improvements to improve the hydraulics of the 
bridge opening. 
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4. Additions to the present foundation (such as a sheet pile 
ring). 

5. A new foundation. 
6. A low dam or drop structure downstream of the bridge 

to raise the stream bed under the bridge. 
7. Adding spans to the bridge. 

These solutions are listed roughly in order of cost, and it 
is readily apparent that the la ts · lutions can cost a. mucb as 
the bridge j worth. 'Therefore, it is al 0 obvious that the fir l 

solution would be preferred if spur dikes or other remedial 
work would stay during a big flood and would function prop· 
erly. However, enough is known n w lo go ahead with as es ·
ment and remedjal work-there will alway be a need to 
know more. 

OTHER FLOOD PROBLEMS OF HIGHWAYS 

It should be noted that the discussion here has referred only 
to the bridge, not to approach embankments or roads parallel 
to the river, or culverts. These are separate problems-sim
ilar, but different. They should also be investigated, but the 
urgency for remedial measures is less for one simple reason. 
Bridges, when they fail in a flood, are likely to fail quite 
suddenly with little or no advance notice because the scour 
hole cannot be seen through the muddy flood waters. Approach 
embankments, parallel roads, and culverts should usually give 
evidence of impending failure - if someone will only look . 
Therefore , since everything cannot be done at once , the prior
ity should be given to the bridge problem, and when that is 
in hand, attention can also be given to the other parts of the 
transportation system which may be vulnerable to floods. 

A PROGRAM TO ASSESS THE VULNERABILITY 
OF BRIDGES TO FLOODS 

A program to assess the vulnerability of bridges to floods 
needs to address several issues more or less simultaneously
some of which may have been studied by someone in the past: 

1. Development of one or more flood magnitude-fre
quency-watershed area relations with special emphasis on the 
maximum expected flood magnitudes. 

2. Accumulation of evidence of changes in channels in regard 
to plan form and aggradation and degradation. 

3. A tentative, quick examination of the bridges over allu
vial rivers to separate them into (a) those hopefully not vul
nerable to floods, (b) those probably vulnerable to floods, 
and (c) those that may or may not vulnerable to floods . 

4. A careful examination, first, of the bridges probably 
vulnerable to floods and the recommendation of measures 
that should be taken to make them less vulnerable (or invul
nerable) to floods; eventually, all bridges should be checked. 

5. Adding to the routine bridge inspection program, obser
vations and standard photographs of the channel character
istics upstream, through, and downstream of the bridge. 

Once the bridges have been assessed, it should not be nec
essary to repeat the assessments unless (a) new evidence of 
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flood magnitude are obtained, (b) new evidence of possible 
channel changes are obtained, (c) improved methods of pre
dicting the hydraulics of flow or the expected cour become 
available, or ( d) the routine bridge inspections provide evi
dence of channel changes not already considered. 
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The assessment program would be expensive; remedial 
measures would cost more. However, the losses which would 
not occur should result in an overall savings to the transpor
tation system in the long run. In addition, the traveling public 
and the responsible officials would have peace of mind. 




